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Description
When the data elements inside COMAD collections are displayed in the provenance browser they seem to be arbitrarily ordered,
both in the dependency history view and the collection history view. It would be helpful to have these data and collection elements
ordered according to their sequence in the data stream (as recorded in the trace file).
Consider an invocation of the Gblocks actor. It takes a collection of biological (e.g., protein) sequences and outputs another
collection of sequences, where each output protein sequence corresponds to one input (those segments of the input sequences not
aligned reliably between the input sequences having been removed from the outputs). If the sequences represented in the
dependency history were ordered then clicking on the third input protein sequence and then the third output sequence displayed in
the dependency history view would give one a before-and-after view of that sequence. As it is, it's difficult finding the corresponding
sequences in the input and outputs.
The same holds for the collection history view. In addition, if the collections themselves were ordered according to trace order, then
incremental buildup of the collections when stepping through the actor invocations would more closely represent the construction of
the collection stream during workflow execution.
History
#1 - 10/24/2008 02:09 PM - manish manish
We have noticed this and Bertram brought this "feature request" a long time ago. It's nice to have this in this bugzilla, hopefully we will nail this soon.
#2 - 03/27/2013 02:23 PM - Redmine Admin
Original Bugzilla ID was 3566
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